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By-election

results in

"We came back for the second

Surprising everyone in this end ofthe
OUA, Wilfrid Laurier s female soccer
squad went down to London this
past weekend and upset the CIAU's
seventh-ranked team. The Hawks
delivered the Western Mustangs
their second loss of the season as
they flew by them, 3-1.
Playing in horribly cold and wet
the
conditions,
came
women
together for the
final game of the
season.
regular
Head coach, Barry
Maclean, was certainly impressed.
"It was a solid
performance
today," commented the coach on
the
weekend.
"The girls are
playing well together and the character of the team Is excellent."
Scoring was opened by WLU fifteen minutes into the first half when
Kelly Conboy put it past the Mustang
keeper for her second goal of the
season. Western came right back,
though, and on the very next play
tied it up, 1-1.
The women were not to be outdone on this day, though, and they
came back from halftime ready to

half with our heads held high," said
Conboy, "and we felt like we were
controlling the game."
The second half saw the Laurier
Golden Hawks do just that. Hallway
through the second frame, fourth
year sweeper and two time athlete of
the week, Lydia Knez, scored off a
free kick and subsequent scramble
in front of the net.
This goal put
WLU ahead 2-1
and turned out to
be the game win-

Head coach,
Barry
Maclean

ner.

The third and
final Hawk goal
was scored by
rookie Mercedes
Bernackioff off a
nice set-up.
An outstanding
performance was
also turned in by
forward Melanie Witzell.
Said Conboy; "It was a very big
win, and the girls are extremely
happy."
The Hawks still have five players
out with injuries, adding to the significance of their victory over the
Mustangs.
As some of their key players, the
coaches of the ladies squad have
begun to assemble the pieces.
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votes behind of the two front run-

certainly
impressed.

play.
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Directors positions were at least 77

MacDougall

On Wednesday, October 20th,
Laurier students went to the polls in
order to elect two new members to
the WLUSU Board of Directors.
Judith Borts and Joe Overdevest
are the victorious title-holders in
this by-election.
The unofficial results exhibits a
close race with Judith Borts receiving a grand total of 365 votes, or 42
per cent of the ballots, and Joe
Overdevest finishing in a close second with 328 votes, 38 per cent of
the total cast.
The rest of the electorally crooning contestants competing craftily
for the two vacant Board of

See Soccer pg. 15

ners.

Jill Osborne, Chief Returning

Election Results
Judith Borts
Joe Overdevest
Bryant Sullivan
Holly Wagg
Jeff Carver
Nick Ritchie
Jeff Xilon
Adam Delle Cese
Maham Lodhi

365
328
249
150
135
105
49

29
26

Officer (CRO) commented that the
1999 by-election was a relaxed race
without any lines, demerit points or
disqualifications to be distributed.

The competitors were both courteous and well behaved as they ran
the political gauntlet for public
office.
Voter turnout was diminutively
low with only 12.5 per cent of the
student population politically
inspired enough to participate in the
WLUSU democracy.
The petite election was ruled
valid and justifiable because over 10
per cent of the student population
voted.
Unfortunately, once again voter
apathy is a major concern to be
addressed and the campaign
posters, which stated, "Who
Cares?" resonate in the electoral
aftermath.

Voices of Ancestors visits Langen Gallery
These paintings, strongly influenced
by ancient cultures and mythologies,
posses a quiet intensity figures of
light breaking through, fallen angels
a kind of captivating mystique that
everybody at Laurier should explore
while they have the chance.
I had an opportunity to talk with
Andrea Maguire at her reception for
Voices Of The Ancestors, where I was
able to learn a little about her influences and her thoughts on art in
general, "Art is the only subject anyone has to take," Maguire suggests,
stating her belief that it is "conducive
to self-knowledge." Citing artist
Mark Rothko and famed psychoanalyst Carl Jung as two notable influences, Maguire is very forthcoming
about how personal and important
this new collection of paintings is to
her.
In her Artist s Statement Maguire
writes, "I dedicate my flesh, my
blood to the evasive image; scratching, excavating the essence from the
deep recesses of the soul." It is not
-

-

KEBR

Ross Bullen
I paint the unspoken ritual the raw
ancient dance of the ancestors in
order to reach into the bones, into
the guts of the depths of the psyche."
-

-

The eloquence with which Andrea
Maguire describes her own work is
equalled only by the subtle beauty
and power of her current collection,
Voices OfThe Ancestors, currently on
display at the Robert Langen Gallery.

KEL Y

hard to see how this passion and
dedication reflects itself in her art,
which is truly exceptional.
Of course, Maguire has had a lot
ofpractice. She has had six solo exhibitions, all in Toronto, with the
exceptions of this current one and a
1996 show in Cleveland, Ohio.

Art is the

only subject
anyone has
to take.
Maguire has also had her work
appear in several group exhibitions
and annual juried shows.
Besides her experience as an
artist, Maguire has also taught art at
schools in Oakville and Toronto.
The current show, which is only
here until November 6th, consists
entirely of new paintings which

Maguire worked on earlier this year.
While some of the pieces clearly
feature humanish shapes, seemingly
composed out of light and breaking
out of a murky obscure background,
others appeared to be more like
ancient artifacts, tablets and hieroglyphs, seemingly thousands of years
old.
When paired together, the overall
effect is very much that of a glimpse
into the existence of ancient humans,
existing in a pre-scientific age, ruled
by beliefs in mythology and magic.
One can sense the primordial connection Maguire Ls communicating
between these ancient spirits and
the forces of nature that composed
their belief systems. It all reads like
something out of The Golden Bough
or The White Goddess which makes
for a very rewarding experience.
Voices Of The Ancestors
at the Robert Langen Gallery
Tues.- Fri. 10am spm
Sat. 12 spm
-
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News

Darkness into light

CHER Y
"I'm not allowed to walk home
alone in the dark," said Shelly
Clarke, first year Biology student,
"neither my parents, my grandparents or my boyfriend will let me."
"If someone was quiet, there

Chris Philips
Laurier Place may be a great addition to the housing community of
WLtJ, but as with any new addition
some kinks need to be worked out.
Not just minor kinks but serious
Issues in relation to student safety.
The university acquired Ixiurier
Place, located on Sunview and Lester
Street, in early June.
When the new student tenants
moved in, there were no locks on the
main doors or adequate lighting outside the buildings or in the parking
garages to provide a safe atmosphere for students coming home in
the dark.
The lack of lighting Ls a big cause
of concern for many student tenants
and their friends and family.

to the time frame within which the
university was working. Mike
Belanger said many of the apartments did not become available until
August, making the priority the interior repairs and painting.

I

would be no way of seeing them,"
said Jenny Buerkle.
In regards to safety, the first year
Psychology student said, "We've
been waiting for them to put locks on
the doors since we've got here."
The reasoas for the delay in correcting the lighting and locks are due

"

$15,000 will be spent to
improve student safety.
Laurier Place also houses tenants
from prior ownership, who are not
Laurier students.
Many of these tenants also complained about locking up the
entrances to the buildings.
"Some even sighted the agreements that were made in their origi-

CHRISTNE

K-W Record
on strike

nal lease. Just being nitpicky, I
think," said Belanger.
The university is spending
approximately $15,000 in lighting
fixtures to locate around the buildings, hoping to place the fixtures
close to the "ambush" spots.
Already some landscaping has
been done to clear up the sight lines.
Nevertheless, when the lighting
comes in it will provide a safer
atmosphere for those living in the
new residence.
"We are moving as quickly as
possible," said Belanger. "We hope to
give the tenants keys by this week."
The delay in the locks had a lot to
do with the structure of the buildings, which has not been locked in 40
years.
The tele-entry system put in by
AV Communications in Breslau was
to be in place in order to allow guests
and delivery people access, along
with those students who need to
access the laundry facilities.
John Hilson, VP:
Student
Services believes the "preventative
safety measure wasn't considered,"
when preparing for the new student
tenants.
Foot Patrol, in an effort to help
with safety concerns does red flag
sweeps of Laurier Place. Due to the
increasing demand for Foot Patrol
services, there are no guarantees as
to when and how many sweeps will
be done-each night..
As the university steps up their
plans to better Laurier Place, the student tenants will have to continue
being more cautious than usual
when coming home in the dark.

New lab offers computing bliss
-

-

these characteristics."
I he lab features luxuries that put other computer rooms around the school to shame

plush carpeting, opulent chairs, and an additional 12 inches ol width-space for each computer workstation
allows students to go about their business in
absolute comfort.
Intead of the more traditional lighting technique ol bombarding students with fluorescent
rays, PRISM instead opted to install a more subtle,
indirect lighting system giving the lab a noticeably
-

'warm' feel.

As well, various pieces of atmosphere-enhancing artwork have been strategically placed on the

laboratory walls.
Along with these various amenities the lab features 22 Pentium-2 450 computers, half of which
have zip-drives.

CHER Y

"This new lab is an answer to the need for
more computer space in (he university," said
PRISM Chair/executive director Jeffrey Kroeker.

"It's the most
expensive
computer
lab ever built at
the school."
"We polled our members to find out what they
wanted in the new lab, and this is the result."
All this luxury, however, doesn't come cheap.
For an overall cost of $130,000, you too can
have your own computer lab virtually identical to

that of PRISMs.
"It's the most expensive computer lab ever built
at the school," said Kroeker.
As of now, the lab is available for use by PRISM
members only.
However, any Laurier student
no matter
what their major can now join the organization
for the cost of $50 per term.
PRISM members have access to four computer labs, 75 Pentium Multimedia-based PCs, and
60 Pentium laptop computers; as well, members
get discounts on home internet access and laser
printing.
PRISMs mission, according to the organization's literature, is "To assist in positioning YVLU
at the forefront of Canadian universities by providing the opportunity for members to have a solid
foundation in information technology."
By adding this, their fourth computer lab, the
organization seems headed in the right direction.
-

-

2002.

Currently the average salary for
a five-year reporter is $53,1444 and
advertising executives earn an average of $53,040 each year.

New history
prof hired
Lauriers history department will
welcome a new prof in the winter
term for its Canadian Studies 202,
Canada Beyond Quebec course.
Sean Conway, Liberal MPP for
Renfrew North and a Laurier graduate, will use his experience in the
government to create a public policy
course. Some of the issues examined
in the course will include transportation and communications,
relations with First Nations and the

political cutlre of contemporary
Ontario.
Conway was elected into the
Ontario Legislature in 1975 at the
age of 24 and has been re-elected six
times.
Conway's Canadian Studies
course will be offered on Wednesday
nights.

Jim Donnelly
The brand-spankin' new, state-of-the-art, ultracomfortable and mega-futuristic PRISM computer
lab located in the Peters Building, room 2199
opened for business recently, amid much fanfare
by PRISM members and university bigwigs alike.
The ceremonial ribbon was cut this past
Wednesday at approximately 4:45 pm, officially
opening the lab for student use.
On hand were dignitaries such as WLU
President Bob Rosehart, Dean of Business and
Economics Scott Carson, and former Dean of
Students Fred Nichols.
"I want to congratulate PRISM on a fabulous
job," said Carson.
"This is an embodiment of what we're seeking
at this school: an entrepreneurial spirit. I can think
of no other student organization that exemplifies

On Monday, October 25, over 154
unionized editorial and advertising
employees held a legal walkout at
the Kitchener-Waterloo Record.
Despite a weekend full of talks,
the
members
of
the
Communications,
Energy and
Paperworkers (CEP) Local 87-M
chose not to accept the deal.
The Record offered the union
two contracts, the first being a fiveyear plan including wage increases
of at least eight and a half per cent
with weekly salary increases of two
per cent in each of the first two years
with a maximum potential increase
of 14 per cent.
The second deal, four years in
length, would have an eight per cent
increase increase in the first year
and two per cent increases in weekly salaries for the first three years
with a potential for three per cent in

CHRISTNE

Golfer killed
in crash
1999 U.S. Open champion. Payne,
Stewart, died in a plane crash along
with two pilots and two other passengers in South Dakota on Monday.
The Leaijet 35 lost contact with
radio controllers after 20 minutes of
flight. A fighter jet from Florida
checked on the Lear and found that
the windows were frosted solid
white, a condition likely due to sudden depress urization of the jet.
With lack of a distress call, it is suspected that unconsciousness set in
after a few seconds of the crisis.
The jet flew for over three and a
half hours before ninning out of fuel
and crashing into a field in South
Dakota.
42-year-old pro
remembered for his unusual clothing and off-putting statements,
played in the PGA for 20 years and
won 11 titles.
Stewart,

a

4
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WLUSU Board of Directors Report
John Carlaw

to $350,000 annually to cover the purchase
of 212 T1 subway cars, 770 low-floor buses,
the rebuilding of 148 streetcars and to double the capacity of parking lots from 12,300
to 20,000.
The developments do not include any
future plans for growth outside the 10 year
capital budget plan.
The budget is unusual in that it is a 10
year budget as opposed to the usual 5 year
forecast which generally runs around $100200 million.
It is also unusual in that the TTC wants
to purchase subway cars and buses soon
which would require a constant contribution
from the city as opposed to varying installments of funding.
Provincial governments once contributed 75 per cent towards city capital
projects but the federal government does
not assist in funding.

Mini-series on
Rocket
Richard
Monday night at Montreal's Molson Centre,
Maurice (The Rocket) Richard, several current and former hockey stars and hundreds
of hockey fans celebrated the release a new
four-hour mini-series based on the story of
The Rocket's life.
Accolaides came from guests in person
and via satellite, some of which included
Wayne Gretzky, Jack Nicklaus, Jean
Chretien and Celine Dion.
Richard is currently battling a malignant
tumor in his abdomen, a condition which he
chose to keep quiet and the Quebec press
responded to with respect.
The Rocket is best known for his contribution in leading the Montreal Canadians to
five consecutive NHL championships and
became the first player to score 50 goals in
a single season.
The two-part mini-series entitled 'Maurice
Histoire d'un Canadien' will be
Richard
aired on Radio-Canada, the French-language CBC service next month.
An English version of the production is
currently underway.

The Union convened an oft-spirited meeting on
October 25. At die beginning of the meeting, new
BOD members Judith Boris and Joe Overdevest
were enthusiastically greeted by the Board's
incumbents.
Five directors were absent or late for the
meeting due to examinations and other previous
commitments. At the end of the BOD meeting,
Jason Quehl gave a notice of motion to increase
the quorum necessary for union meetings to twothirds attendance.
Early on in the meeting the issue of a Union
stand in favor or against the psychology department's hiring policy died a relatively quiet death
that contrasted at least one member's previous
statements against the policy of interviewing
solely male candidates.
The Union unanimously supported a statement that each student would judge the department's policy on their own and that it would be
inappropriate for the Union to make a blanket
statement in support or against the policy.
The Academic Affairs Board had researched
the issue and accepted the view of the
University's lawyers that the hiring policy is legal.
In relation to the hiring of new professors by
the Faculty of Arts and Science, WLUSU
President Devin Grady encouraged board members to attend organized events where they could
meet potential professors and to give feedback
back to the search committees.
VP: Finance Jeffrey Burrows gave an update
on the Union's financial status, where the highlights included unexpected revenue from 500
unexpected undergraduate students admitted by
the university. The Union's profit centres are
reportedly doing well, with the Pita Shackrecently selling its 12 500th pita.
Chris Hewitt, VP: Student Activities and VP:
Student Services John Hilson had been asked to
give account of their summer activities and benefits from them. Both pointed to working relationships they were able to forge with fiill time
staff of the University in addition to a variety of

Bookstore BBQ
In an effort to thank students for their
patience with courseware packages, the
Bookstore is holding a barbeque and raffles
on Thursday, November 4.
The Bookstore approached various companies for donations and Prentice Hall
Canada responded with a donation of
$1,000. The donation will be divided into 10
scholarships, each worth $100, which will
be added to the two scholarships for $250
that the Bookstore and Students' Union have

—

TTC looks
outside TO for
money

put together.

Bookstore Manager Ron Billing expects
approximately 1,500 students to attend the
barbeque being held in the Quad outside the
Fred Nichols Campus Centre. The barbeque
will be held for two hours, from 11:30 a.m.
to 1:00 p.m.
Billing also hopes to acquire approximately 2000 boxes of Kraft dinner to distribute to students in mid-November.

For the TTC to develop its transit system
over the next 10 years without forcing an
increase in property taxes, it is hoped that
provincial and federal governments will provide much needed funding.
The commission is hoping for $300,000
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Fail to Remain MVA
Wed Oct 20/99
A WLU student reported that his
vehicle was struck
by an unknown
vehicle in lot 3.
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Bag O' Crime
False Fire Alarm
2345hrs Tue Oct 19/99
Person(s) unknown activated a fire
alarm pull station at the Science
Building. No sign of smoke or fire
were found.

WMLM

$22 sawst«o€k)tPtice

projects they completed or began in justifying
their paid summer positions.
In terms of the regular school year, Hilson
reported that demand for foot patrol sendees are
significantly higher. Hilson stated that the new
Foot Patrol Van has created demand for the service rather than simply allowing the Union to provide better service. Because ofthis, the Union will
be hiring ten more 'footers' from its alternate
pool
Hewitt reported that November will be a busy
month for activities as the TUrret and Wilfs celebrate anniversaries. Each Saturday has a significant planned event, including bands Spirit of the
West and the Travoltas.
President Devin Grady and Board Chair
Jeffrey Kroeker chose to respond to what some
members of the Union feel is unfair coverage of
their activities.
They were also perturbed by some negative
comments on the Union during the recent byelection. In contrast, they outlined to the Board
Members many of their accomplishments this
year. Two of those examples were the Union's
recent introduction of the Grant Fund and the
acquisition of a 50 per cent say on Student services fees along with the University. Kroeker also
took a jab at the University of Guelph and the
perceived minimal results that loud protests by
their student representatives bring. To Kroeker,
for the measure of the Union's activities, "the
proof is in the pudding."
Two notices of motion were put forward by
the Union to improve its record keeping of meetings and activities.
One is the purchase of a $1,875 minidisc
recording devices to audio record Union meetings while the second is to hire a Manager of
Coiporate Records to keep track of most aspects
of Union Activities at an additional cost of $4,921.
Also, Director Eric Davis will be proposing a Coat
of Arms for the Union.
These items will likely be voted on at the next
meeting, scheduled for next Wednesday at 5:30
p.m. on Wednesday in the atrium of the Science
Building.
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(5433)

:
STUDENTS 50% OFF
•Dr Gregg is
WLU Alurr,:
Leave your otiier
Chiropractor at home?
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Under

$5,000
Wed Oct 20/99
A WLU student
reported the theft
of her purse from
one of the practice
rooms in the Aird
Building when she
left it unattended
for a short period
of time.

•

Spain

yy|jj

Health Plan covers Chiropractic

Unauthorized Soliciting
I hu Oct 21/99
Two youths were evicted from
Bricker Residence when they were
found soliciting money from residents.
Assist
Police
0105hrs
Sat Oct 23/99
An officer assisted
Waterloo Regional
Police in apprean
hending
driver.
impaired

Stay tuned
for all the
great tricks
and treats
next week.

Theft Under $5,000
Wed Oct 20/99
PP&P reported that a number of
garbage cans have been taken from
outside several buildings since the
beginning of the academic year.

•

"

from the parking lot at University
Stadium during a high school football
game.

Theft Under $5,000
Thu Oct 21/99
Two high school students reported
the theft of their jacket and purse

Theft

Under

$5,000
Fri Oct 22/99
Athletic
An

Complex patron
reported the theft
his
from
his locker in the
of
wallet
men's change room.

Intimidation Sat Oct 23/99
A WLU student reported that he was
being constantly followed by an exgirlfriend for some time now. The
individual was spoken to and warned
about her behaviour.
During this time period, 2 provincial
offence notices and one warning
were issued for liquor violations.
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VOCAL CORD: Did you vote? Why or why
Photos

by

Christine "da' bomb"

Cherry

"No. I didn't even know."

"I did vote because it shows that I care

Stephanie \loqre

DanylMllec
4th Year Business

"No. I
Open

didn'tHlf e a chance
Foruffljl I

"No. I

to go to

know about it."

wasn't informed

enough."
Maren Delion
2nd Year History & Political Science
1

y
,

one of my flriends was
99

|,

"

-y- V\

p <'&

Mike Templemeyer
Ist Year Psych

J

JSm

3rd Year Business

!

not?

"I did vote. I voted because it was the
right thing to do."
lan Samolczyk
2nd Year History & Philosophy

"Yes because it's one of bur rights as
students."

"Yes because it's our right and because
one of my Mends was running."

BenOvington

Amy Gray
3rd Year Comm. Studies & Sociology

Laurier Bookstore and Printing Services
Present

"WeYe Heaffy
Thursday November 4th
11:30-l :30
Nichols Quad
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After many hours spent in front of a television, I have come to realize we as
Canadians are living in a fabricated culture
formed without any noticeable resistance.
Tills culture has been fabric,ated by beer
more specifically, by beer companies.
The beer culture has taken our fragile
idea of cultural identity and forced upon us
an identity I'd rather not associate with. I
shudder to think of what other nations
think of our beer-crazed people. Our
national image is distorted by the drunken
beer culture created by our beloved beer
companies.
Canadians idolize, admire and aspire to
relate to beer commercials in a desperate
attempt to feel like they are Canadian. I didn't know patio season meant so much to
Canadians until this summer. I can't
remember the last time I participated in a
street hockey game in downtown Toronto
out of the blue, nor can I remember racing
shopping carts down a street with Blur's
song 2 blaring in the background.
I know I am Canadian, but I do not need
to have beer to remind me of that fact.
Every time I say I'm Canadian, do I need
special permission from Molson?
The worst part about these
campaigns is that people are
embracing them and making
them a part of their lives. In
university dorms everywhere
there are "I Am Canadian"
posters displaying a beautifully
poured pint with a maple leaf
in the background.
My roommates are a perfect example of
a brainwashed generation. Recently they
acquired some plastic banners containing
various slogans and statements regarding
our culture. When asked to help wallpaper
our living room with this tasteless propaganda, a polite refusal was all I could
muster.
With this editorial in mind, I later asked
my roommates why they found beer ads on
-
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a wall to be aesthetically pleasing in our living room? They responded in a predictable
manner citing an ad they recently saw on
television.
Not only has this propaganda invaded
our surroundings, it has also consumed our
bodies. Many tattoos with the Molson
Canadian logo and slogan have been paint-

These children will learn to appreciate
beer as a part of our society and associate it
with our national identity. Something
should be done to ensure these children
claim the lack of identity that actually exists
in our nation.
What is the solution? As an easy remedy to this problem, we could limit the use of
"Canadian" in beer ads.
This would surely stop the
insanity. Another more
realistic approach is for
people to read this editorial, agree with it, and pass
on their newfound knowl-

Our national image is
distorted by our drunken
beer culture.

edge
o

Ed onto all parts of the human anatomy. I
can't remember the last time I saw a

McDonald's logo on someone's ass.
It saddens me to see our generation as
the primary victims of this marketing irre-

Canadian identity is an important part of
our society. However, it does not need to be
shaped for commercial applications.

Luke Martyn
Production Manager

sponsibility or should I say brilliance? Our
generation is not the last to be brainwashed
into this 'coolness'; already there are children everywhere who know how to read,
speak and understand simple sentences.
-

The opinions expressed in this editorial jib those of the
author, and do not reflect those of The Cord Staff, the editorial board, or WLUSP.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Religious
Divergence:

Greater Than
You Think
Dear Editor,
While I appreciate the apparent good intentions of last week's front-page feature, I'm
concerned about some of the article's
underlying assumptions. Don't get me
wrong I am extremely thankful similar
moral values are advocated among different religions. I believe it would be near
impossible to create a relatively peaceful
society like ours in Canada or to endorse an
international standard of human rights if
there were fundamental disparities
between religious moralities. These similarities should be celebrated and emphasized.
However, I disagree with the idea that
discussing the differences is "unfruitful"
and "dangerous." The article would like us
to believe all religions are inherently the
same and have merely put "different faces
on the concept of God." All religions are not
the same and what is unfruitful and dangerous is to pretend these differences don't
exist.
-

In our society, we like to believe we are
doing right by being tolerant of each other,
but very few of us are willing to accept individual differences. To avoid religious conflicts, we call for homogeneity among beliefs
instead of encouraging each other to
respect the fact we don't all believe the
same thing. To suggest each religion is one
of many paths to God diminishes them all
and trivializes beliefs that followers of each
faith would likely die to uphold.
As a Christian, my faith is fundamentally different from other belief systems. Jesus
teaches there is nothing anyone can do to
earn their salvation. Only through faith in
him can we receive forgiveness from sins
and the gift of eternal life. I believe this is
true for everyone and encourage everyone
to learn more about the love and hope we
can have in Christ.
I don't expect everyone will agree with
my view. However, I hope others would not
consider my discussion of Christianity's
unique aspects "unfruitful" or "dangerous",
but an attempt to foster understanding. I
also hope individuals who have decided to
follow a system of beliefs won't allow their
faith to be diminished by the call to conform
to a watered-down compilation of religious
ideas that satisfies society's desire for everyone to be the same.
Andrea Thomas

Censorship

Ain't So Bad
Dear Editor,
I

wanted to thank Blair Miller for the very

insightful article, "To censor or not to
Censor." I love how he cuts into the
hypocrisy of the MPAA regarding the censorship of the sexual and physically violent
content of films. While I do admire his incisiveness, I have serious reservations about
his ideal solution, that "no films...be censored." My belief in the dignity of humanity,
the wonder of sexuality and the importance
of teaching morals leads me to propose that
we need to be stricter in editing both the violent and sexual content of films.
I believe all human beings have a fundamental dignity which comes from the
imprint of God's character in us; this makes
each of us very precious and endows us
with a great deal of freedom and responsibility. Wanton physical violence mocks the
preciousness of human life; explicit sexuality in films shows humans as shameful

objects of selfish sexual gratification and
manipulation, i.e. objects of trust.

Continued on next page...
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...But I Digress

The Fat
Bandit and
Mother
Teresa
Michael Berry
Warning: the following may contain
sarcasm or other forms of mirth. A
clear head is advised.
It's really unfortunate but it
seems such an advisory is required
in these sensitive times. One must be
*.

•

excruciatingly
obvious in their
statements or be
subject to the
slings and arrows
of others. It's a part
of the times really.
everyPeople
i

We're at the end of the millennium
(as I'm sure you're all aware) and
we're quite likely to carry some
social baggage with us into the next

We're quite
likely to
carry some

social
baggage
with us.

where are tripping
over their words
so as not to be misunderstood
as
ignorant or a
politician or something like that (you
see right there that was joke).
The examples of this in society
are everywhere. Presently, Toronto
police are in search of a bank robber
that they've nicknamed the "Fat
Bandit." He is estimated to be
between 220 and 240 pounds. No
doubt if/when he's caught, he'll sue
the government. He'll likely receive a
settlement for emotional distress
somewhere in the millions for not
addressing him as the obese bandit
or whatever the proper term is.
-

Make Love,
Not Whore
Timothy

Mark

They both dehumanize us and
encourage us to dehumanize others
and are therefore wrong. They insult
and belittle the magnificence of God's
imprint in us.
Sex by itself is a diamond, the
highest expression of romantic love.
We must stop burying the diamond
ofsex in the manure pile of lust and
instead set in anew in the crown of
marriage where its pure beauty and
power are best experienced. The
aberrations expressed in Eyes Wide
Shut may be realistic for a minority
of us, but they begin to confuse the
manure pile for the diamond.
Todays promiscuity, with it's STDs
and pain, clearly shows that lust
destroys lives. Why encourage it?
Unfortunately, parents rarely fulfill their responsibility of instilling
sound values in their children. This
task falls to Hollywood, which generally teaches that lust and physical
violence are perfectly acceptable.
Censorship is therefore necessary
because we lack the moral understanding to guide against the dehumanization of lust and violence. As
brothers, sisters, parents and
friends, we must remember that our
freedom is balanced with this
responsibility: to protect the dignity
of others through selfless love.

Andrew Karram

the international media milked the

story. It's more like they ripped the
udders right off of the cow.
I mean, they spent days, weeks,
even months on non-issues like the
question, "Is oral sex really sex?"
How stupid were people to even
contemplate this question? It's stat-

Phillips

Sex. Sex. Sex. Sex. Sex.
Sex.
Watch the TV for an hour and
you are destined to witness a barrage of blowjob, intercourse,
sodomy, cunnilingus and other
assorted sexjokes. Of course, no one
comes out and says, "This is a
blowjob joke."
That would be too forward.
Innuendo is exploited to garner the
easiest reaction of them all
the
guilty
embarrassed,
laugh.
Comedians aren't the only ones
obsessed with the adventures of
Dick and Jane.
Reputable, respected news
organizations are even getting into
the act, pimping each new sex story
like it's a Young Jodie Foster. Take,
for instance, the whole Clinton sex
scandal. It's unfair to suggest that

The Quiet
Revolution
Dear Editor,
The last two weeks I've felt the stress
of memorization grow more and
more as the learning shrinks. I question how much longer we will be
required to vomit the filth back to the
person who spoon-fed it to us. I confess that I am neither intelligent nor
observant enough to form a sound
opinion on any significant topic, but
will my voice ever asked to be
heard?
Two of my professors are incredible intelligent, the other three brilliant. As these women and men discuss what it is they are paid to do,
occasionally the passions that
caused them to enter the fields they
did oozes from their pores just asking to be swallowed. I always
attempt to quench my thirst.
Paradox: these sometimes fascinating people inspire m, then at examination time ask us to regurgitate
their pig slop. What is to be said of
that? Are our professors to blame or
is there something else?
If I were ever asked, I'd say we're
not to blame the professors but the
system that feeds us the 'headuca-

7

oral SEX!
Since the Clinton scandal, the
media has even begun to examine
the sex lives of past political figures.
Take, for example, the History
Channel. A while back, they featured a story on how Hitler really,
really, really, really, really liked golden

They spent
weeks on
non-issues
like "Is oral
sex really
sex?".

-

Ed right in the term itself.
Oral sex. Oral Sex. Oral SEX.
It's not oral companionship. It's
oral SEX! It's not oral hygiene. Gee,
could I borrow your penis? I think I
have something stuck in my teeth.
No, no, no it's not oral hygiene. It's

showers.

Great! Who needs to know this?
didn't
need to know this. Now, next
I
time I ask for a golden shower, I'm
going to feel all evil. It's unfortunate,
but the next time I utter the words
"Sis, would you mind pissing on my
head," I'm going to feel all icky
inside. You know, like I'm doing
something wrong.
Of course, I'm being facetious. I
don't even have a sister. Thank God!
It must be hell playing the role of the
protective brother in these sexobsessed times, times in which free
love has been displaced by self-gratification and Beauty turns tricks for
her pimp, the Corporate Elite.
Makes me want to go out and
buy some Viagra.

-

The
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Fast Food

one.

I'm not advocating a complete
move away from the "politically correct" speech of the 90's. A certain
amount of sensitivity for others is
important. But for God's sake, learn
to take a joke. On a daily basis we
are bombarded with every form of
social prejudice on the television and
most of the time it is funny to people.
However, when a 'real' person quips
anything close to this material,
they're considered terrible. If I was
to recite the script
from any one of
the 'Air Farce'
shows and claim it
for my own it
would be enough
to give most people (and certainly
any
campus
Reformer)
an
aneurysm. Yet it is
good television.
Now I've managed to get sidetracked, but I do
have a point here. Tact, and/or lack
thereof, is one thing: I'm well aware
there's some stuff you should definitely stay away from. But having a
little fun with subjects ofpopular culture is not a big deal. Politicians are
fair game. Celebrities are fair game.
Mother Teresa and children with
cancer are off limits. The rules
should be clear now.
So please, just take a deep breath
and...relax!

Opinion

tion.' The cold, smooth steel, the
heavy, blinding concrete the empirical hierarchical institutionalism of
-

education serves up our nutritionally
wholesome conformity. The structure from international organizations down to WLU administration
tells us what to think, how to think,
and why we should think it. As a capitalist, self-interested, economybased nation-state, it is strikingly odd
that we have allowed 'them' to
decide for 'us what is in our best
interests.
I confess it's difficult to change,
knowing that even our conditioning
has been conditioned, but I ask the
reader to stop, look and stare. Into
the face of 'politricks' we must stare.
Here our quiet revolution will begin.
By opening books and listening to the
voices of the past without receiving
credit for doing so, we'll be on our
way.

"Ihr habt noch Chaos in euch."
Nietzsche's Zarathustra
-

Jonathan Hera

That was much
THAN LAST WEEK! LETS

Hey Gang!
BETTFR

SEE IF WE CAN KEEP UP THE
GOOD WORK FOR THE REST OF

THE

TERM!

When it comes to politics, I consider
myself a conservative, a somewhat
bold statement considering the spirited vilification by many of Mike
Harris. Nevertheless, I am proud,
for the following reasons, to call
myself a conservative.
A conservative values tradition

and history above almost everything
else. What we are today is a product
of who we were yesterday. Tradition
forms the basis of society, and history allows us to see
ourselves as the
sum result of
many centuries,
given an inheritance that is ours
only in trust. A
love of tradition
and history is
why I define
myself equally as
a proud Canadian
and a proud subof
Her
ject
the
Majesty

As well, a conservative believes in
the crucial importance
order,
to quote Burke
again, that "good order is the foundation
of all good things." Only in an
ordered, peaceful, and law-abiding
society can the fullest benefits of civilization be experienced.
Obviously, as a consequence, the
laws of society must be universally
obeyed. This is why I am uncomfortable with those in Canada who
strenuously object to the activist role
of the Supreme Court. If a law is
judged legal or illegal, it is up to us to
comply. If we start to choose which
rulings to follow and which to disobey, then anarchy reigns supreme.
In recent times, a
new trend called
"neo-conservatism" has risen
to
prominence.
Under no circumstances should this
be confused with
conservatism.
Essentially, neoconservatives and
their fellow-travelers
in such "think
tanks" as the Fraser Institute argue
that we should throw
ourselves prostrate upon the altar of
the free market, in the supreme act
of worshipping the new modern
Deity, the Dollar. Conservatives, on
the
other hand, focus on society as a
whole, and realize that certain collective actions are justified for the
betterment of all.
It is for these reasons that I am a
conservative. I am convinced that
conservatism is the only way of
ensuring that those advantages we
enjoy today will be also enjoyed by
generations yet to be born.

Look for
candidates
willing to
challenge
the status
quo.

Queen, confident that not only is

there no contradiction between the
two, but that the two are indeed
intricately linked.
However, a conservative's adherence to tradition does not rule out
the possibility of change. Indeed, as
Edmund Burke said, "a state without
the means of some change is without
the means of its conservation." For
a

conservative, the emphasis is on evolution over revolution. Moderate
change is desirable, but nothing
more. Radical experiments are best
left to the fringes on both ends of the
spectrum.

to

I
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Madrid es maravillosa!
imagine a beautiful summer's day in
late August; Think of a sky of endless
blue without a single cloud in sight.
Right now, you're imagining a summer in Spain.
As the hot sun playfully alters the
spectrum of colour in the landscape
of seemingly infinite hills, the temperature remains constant, at above
35 degrees.
As we made our journey to
Madrid, our old, but air conditioned
bus was a pleasure as we passed
mile upon mile of olive tree plantations. Madrid, the capital of Spain
and home to more than four million
people, is a thriving metropolis featuring grand architecture. Madrid,
though situated about desert-like
terrain, offers a suprisingly pleasant
dry heat when compared to the
humid summers of Waterloo.
After our long bus-ride we
arrived at our destination. The
expansive city in the interior of the
Iberian Peninsula lay impressivelybefore us. The sumptuous apartment buildings and skyscrapers
were reminiscent of those of
Montreal, while the residential
developments stretched as far as our
eyes could see.
Although I had
wanted to practice
my Spanish, the
girl at the tourist
information booth
took advatage of
the opportunity to
speak
English
with me. That is to
say that not knowing Spanish is not
an excuse not to explore Spain.
On our way to the hotel we discovered that the Metro, Madrid's
version of the subway, provides for
rapid connection to all parts of the
city. Madrid quickly proved to be a
city of rapid movement, particularly
where the Metro is concerned.
There were crowds of people
flowing in and out of the trains.
During the week, the subway runs,

on average, every three to four minutes. It's a really effective method of
transportation.
The history of Madrid provided
picture after beautiful picture, as I
found myself on a snapshot frenzy
during my time in the grand city. The
immensity of the fascinating facade
of the post-office (Palacio de
Comunicaciones), el Banco de
Santander, and the Ministry of
Agriculture are but a few examples
of the impressive architecture. The
most astonishing facet in this regard,
however, is the detailed ornamentation found in most of the gates and
domes of ordinary buildings.
Walking through downtown
Madrid brings you to 'La Puerta del
Sol' or 'the Gate of the Sun'. 'La
Puerta del Sol' is where you'll find
the commercial centre of the city, as
the most significant shopping streets
meet as if they were sunrays eminating from the central gate of the sun.
The place is constantly filled with
energy and life as people are constantly coming and going, except for
the musicians and pantomimes, as
well as those less fortunate asking
for money from the passing crowd; a
reality in any city of Madrid's size.
Those not occupied by work, tend
to sit on the many benches provided

BUSCHMEIR
prawn. In some places it is offered
without the seafood, and it still tastes

good!
A nice place to go for dinner is 'la
Plaza Mayor'. Occupying an entire
block in downtown Madrid, it's filled
with tempting cafes and restaurants.
In the center of the
plaza stands a
statue of Felipe 111,
a Spanish noble,
riding his horse.
The square is even
mentioned in the
realist
novel
"MLsericordia" by the Spanish
author Benito Perez Galdus. It is certainly a worthwhile excursion, if only
to see the paintings on the walls of
the houses.
The street signs in downtown
Madrid are artwork in themselves.
They do not only inform you about
your location; they also present you
with an image of the place's name. It
gives the town a very friendly and
inviting ambiance.
'

Nicole Buschmeier

■

As we made our journey
to Madrid we passed
miles of olive plantations.
by the city, bathing in the envigorating warmth of summer. Even at
night the streets are like the arteries
of a living organism. The movement
of people and the resultant noise
electrify the night.
Around 'La Puerta del Sol' are
scattered the quaint cafes and
restaurants that serve Spanish food.
I recommend the Paella if you don't
mind seafood. Paella is a mix ofrice,
vegetables, shells and shrimp or

In Madrid it seems like there is a
church on every corner. From the
outside many look shabby but if you
take a peek inside, the paintings with
golden ornamentation belie the
degenerated exterior.
In downtown Madrid you'll forget
the size of the city unless you step
onto the big boulevards like the
exceptional 'Paseo del Prado.'
Between the traffic streams, surrounded by trees and benches, we
felt as ifwe were in a park. It's amazing what they've done with a little bit
of green in Spain.
The Paseo leads to El Museo del
Prado, a museum with mainly works
of famous (El Greco and Goya) and
lesser-known Spanish painters. It
also includes a
number of copies

of

Greek

and

Roman sculptures
as well as several
pieces by French
and Italian artists.
We were pleased
to discover that
visits are free on

weekends!
At this point
you should be
thinking: "What
about Picasso and

BUSCHMEIR

NICOLE

down a street for the tenth time.
Walking around in the city during
the summer is tiring however. The
best place to escape the heat is, in my
opinion, the park know as Casa de
Campo. The royal family of Spain
used to hunt in this park of 1722
hectares. The artificial lake and the
soft winds almost made us forget the
burning heat. We enjoyed the wonderful view of the lake with the fountain in its center. While behind the
green of the surrounding trees we
recognized the church Nuestra
Senora de la Almudena beside the
Royal Palace.
We could also see a panoramic
tower. We found out that it belonged
to La Universidad Complutense de
Madrid. 1 heard
that it was supposed to be large,
but I didn't expect
to have to drive
through the campus for half an
hour: The university has approximately 150 000
students! And it is
only one of six universities located in
Madrid.
I can't forget to
mention that the capital of Spain has
a bullfight arena; we went to see La
Plaza de Toros. Built in the 1920'5, it
reflects the Islamic influence on
Spanish culture and art, with its
numerous and delicate arches. The

Overall,
Madrid is
warm and
welcoming,
as are the
people.

Dali?" El Museo del Prado is not the
only museum in Spain's capital. After
a five-minute walk we got to see the
famous Guernica, by Pablo Picasso
in the Museo Nacional Reina Sofia.
There we also encountered works by
Dali and Joan Miru.
These collections, though truly
impressive, cannot however, be compared to what we saw in the Royal
Palace (Palacio Real), A magnificent
building reconstructed by Carlos V
and Felipe II as the royal residence in
the 16th century. The sheer enormity of the palace is breathtaking; the
treasures inside even more so. For
two hours we admired the different
salons, with invaluable furniture,
paintings and chandeliers as tall as
six feet. On display were also several
violins by Stradivari.
In Madrid you can discover
something new even when you walk

warm red brick is ornamented with
blue, white and beige-coloured tiles.
It is huge, but because of the imitated Moorish style it appears light and
almost fragile.
Overall, Madrid is very warm and
welcoming; as are the people who
will help you find your way before
you even know you're lost. This
made our stay in Madrid absolutely
fabulous. However, this account does
not do Madrid justice.
As with everything else you have to
see it for yourself. The openness of
the Spanish people is pleasant and
the sites are incredible.

NICOLE
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Eye on Human Rights WORLD WATCH
'jihad' and therefore go to heaven.
It is now estimated that 45% of sol-

They

Asad Kiyani
"One boy tried to escape [from the
rebels], but he was

caught...his

hands were tied, and then they
made us, the other new captives, kill
him with a stick. I felt sick. I knew
this boy from before. We were from
the same village. I refused to kill him
and they told me they would shoot
me. They pointed a gun at me, so I
had to do it. The boy was asking me,
"Why are you doing this?" I said I
had no choice. . ./ still dream about
the boy from my village who I killed.
I see him in my dreams, and he is
talking to me and saying I killed him
for nothing, and I am crying."
Susan, 16, abducted by the Lord's
Resistance Army in Uganda.
-

Child soldiers are perhaps the most
horrific aspect ofthe numerous wars
and armed conflicts that dot the
globe today. They are bargaining
chips in desperate negotiations.
They are the human shields which
protect power-hungry warlords.

are the human

wolves

in

sheep's clothing. They are also the
raped, the murdered, the tortured,
the corrupted and the dead which
litter modern battlefields.
Between 1982 and 1998, the
number of child soldiers people
under the age of 18 participating in
an armed conflict quadrupled from
6 million to 24 million. By the end of
this year, it is estimated the number
will be 31 million. Currently, there
are estimated to be over 300,000
child soldiers, some as young as
eight years old, participating in 33
various wars and armed struggles.
In Afghanistan, the ongoing civil
war has provided one of the most
dramatic examples of child recruitment and employment. The struggle
is rooted in religious conflict, providing an enormous seedbed of recruitment for both sides. Frequently, children are taken from religious
schools in neighboring Pakistan and
sent to the frontline. The parents are
often poor and take comfort in the
belief that their children will fight a
-

-

diers in the Afghani civil war are
under the age of 18.
In Uganda, the Lord's Resistance
Army (LRA) has been involved in a
three-party civil war since 1986.
The LRA is noted for its particular
brutality. Kidnapped children are
forced to kill other children and
then are 'owned' by LRA commanders. Girls are given in forced
marriages to these commanders
and frequently become their sexual
slaves. Nearly 100% of the children
taken by the LRA have some form of
sexually transmitted disease.
The phenomenon of child soldiers is also present in North
America, although in a different
form. Canada has about 200 child
soldiers, while in the United States,
nearly 7000 soldiers are under the
age of 18. As well, a Junior ROTC
program is run in high schools
across the country, teaching
400,000 young people how to act,
think and perform like a soldier.
While such a description may
sound non-threatening, it illustrates
the pervasive nature of child-soldiers and calls attention to the need
for an international law that will put
an end to the recruitment of soldiers
under the age of 18.
For more info on child soldiers, contact the Coalition to Stop the Use of
Child Soldiers at <www.child-soldiers.org> The WLU chapter of
Amnesty International and the
Equality Awareness Committee are
having a Human Rights Awareness
Campaign this week. Email them at
<00ctmnest@machl.wlu.ca
OR <00equali@machl.wlu.ca>.
>

Russian forces bombed a Chechen
market in the early evening last
Thursday in a devastating missile
attack that killed 143 people, and
injured many others in the capital
city of Groznyy. Russian sources
offered disparate and contradictory
explanations of the event. One such
military source stated that a special
operation to destroy a weapons storage structure was the cause and that
no civilians had been killed While
Prime Minister of Russia, Vladimir
Putin, said that the missile had not
struck the central market and that a
Chechen gang clash was to blame,

,

1

stating further that the central market was being used as a "weapons

base." The bombing of the market
was part of a missile attack that also
hit a maternity hospital, among other
civilian sites. Russian media coverage has promoted the goverment
line on the incident, and continue to
show no coverage of civilian victims.
Canadian Minister of Foreign Affairs,
Lloyd Axworthy, stated that "Canada
condemns Russia's indiscriminate
use of force in urban areas" and
"opposes Russia's current policy of
large-scale military operations in
Chechnya."

-

Millions of peace-seeking demostrators marched through the streets of
Colombia on Sunday.
The
Colombians took to the streets
demanding an end to a civil war that
has lasted over thirty years, claiming
over 30,000 lives in the process. The
peace protests coincide with the
return of government negotiations
with the nation's rebels, which had
been suspended for months. The

march's organizers want an immediate ceasefire and expedient peace
talks. The murder of two wellknown peace-supporters in the past
few months prompted the organization of the march. The protesters
hope that large enough demonstrations will force the sides to settle
their dispute. Rebel units control
substantial power from their drug
rafficking and extortion rings.
-
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developed by Doctor J. Orpin from the Biomedic
Institute, with an amazing success rate of 96.7%
THICKER, FULLER, HEALTHIER HAIR does make
a difference. Invest in your appearance today. The F
sooner you start the faster you will see results.
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A -w-eek -w-ithout violence
Hou.vWAGG

which shows violence is not distant
and cannot be separated from the
A gong sounds every 14 seconds to self," said Gill Yealland, issues and
indicate a woman is being battered. events coordinator of WLU's
A whistle pierces the air every Women's Centre.
minute as a woman is being raped.
About 40 shirts hung in the conA bell rings sporadically for the three course in a rainbow of colours. Each
to four women who die as a result of t-shirt was a personal expression of
domestic violence every day.
a woman's experience with violenee.
These were the sounds heard in
White shirts were for women
the eoncourse last week.
who have died of violence; yellow for
October 17th to 23rd was Week women who have been battered or
red,
Without V i o l e n c e ; - - - - - - - - - - - - - assaulted;
a national enort
aimed at uniting
Can] adians against
vio ence in our
communities.
For one day the
concourse
featured t-shirl<> hung
representing violence and il<> effect
on the Laurier
eommunity. That

A w h i s t 1e

p 1e rc e s the

a 1r e v e r y
m i n u te as
a w 0 man
i S b e i fl g
r ap e d
.

pink or orange
shirts for women
whod have beallen
rape or sexu y
assaulted; blue
and green for
women survivors
of incest or child
abuse; purple for
women who have
been
attacked
because of their

was
the
sexual orientation;
Oothesline Project.
•
black for women
Oneshirtread, -----~-------who have been
"I must have wanted it. Now it's all
I'm good for. Raped by a man I
know. Because I am worthless. I am
mired in this bastard's blood. He has
stolen my soul."
"A lot of time women don't have
a voice to express their feelings
about violence. There needs to be a
way to air society's dirty laundry.
The shirts on display come from
women at WLU and the community,

permanently handicapped as a
result of violence or have been
abused bec,ause they are disabled.
The Women's Centre called upon
WLU Men Opposed to Violence
Against Women, a group of faculty,
students and staff, to provide joint
support the Week Without Violence.
A Women Studies 100 class worked
in groups to create t-shirts of their
experiences with violence.

The WS100 class brought their I.shirts to hang on the Oothesline
Project and held a moment of
silenc,e.
"A lot of the women in the class
realized how close to home violence
is and the number of women that are
affected by it. It was very powerful

and emotional. It gave women who
haven't had the opportunity or
werenit strong enough to voice their
experience with violence," said
Yealland.
The Oothesline Project recognizes women victims ofviolenee, and
help these victims of violence heal.

The project also educates society
about the extent of violence against
women.
The number of t-shirts hanging
in the concourse shows the women
of Laurier are not immune to violence.

Hallowe'en means more than candy

HFATIIER CLAY

Halloween is approaching, and it is time again
to surrender your identity for an evening and
reinvent yourself as something else. The possibilities are endless for a new self. You could
wear the ever-popular witch or ghost costume,
or perhaps, as I saw at the Turret last year. you
could be Snap. Crackle and Pop from the 'Rice
KrL<>pips' cm·eal box. Docs anyone ever wonder,
while they are fully dressed as a French maid
or as a gigantic Tcletubby, why they dress up
every year as soon a<> the la'it day of October
arrives? To some it may be a strange occw·rPncc that people decorate themselves as
something they arc not on this evening and
Uwn wander Li·om house to house demanding
candy from strangers. !low in the world did
thi<> custom begin?
The origins of this trick or treat celebration
has more to it than just pumpkins. costumes
and yummy candy. Ha.llowen ha<> a mueh

darker and sinister past than people may
think. Those Hallmark cards with the cute littie black cats and funny lookingjack-o-lanterns
do not tell the whole story to this frightening
holiday. (Now imagine some scary, suspenseful
music in the background and pretend there's a
terrible thunderstorm going on outside, you
can now read on).
Between 1000 and 100 BC, a Druid festival
was celebrated in honour of the New Year by
the Celtic people. Thi<> was done when Ball, the
Celtic god of spring and summer, finished his
rule after the harvest and the Lord of the Dead,
Samhain, began his reign. In one tale. the bodiless spiriL<> of those who had died in the past
year came back to possess the body of a person who was still living. To discourage thPse
spirits from possessing their bodies, the people
would dress themselves up in grotesque costumes to frighten the spirits away. They would
also create a ruckus in the village streets to try
to scare away the spirits of the dead.

In another story, the dead souls would They consecrated Jack, evil villain that was not
revisit their old homes to eat and drink. Their wanted anywhere (including heaven or hell)
relatives, who were, of course, still living, and, therefore, he had to find warmth by the
would leave them refreshments to satisfY their light of the candle in the potato or turnip. In
appetites. The Druids feared the wandering Scotland, the children c,arvcd large turnips,
dead would play tricks on people they did not and in England big beets were used. As the
know and may even vandalize their homes and years passed and more and more people of
property. They would, therefore, leave food out Scottish, Irish and English heritage moved to
to try to satisfy and distract them. This may be North America the pumpkin was diseovered to
were the term 'Trick or Treat' was taken from.
be more suitable for their purposes. Therefore,
However, 'trick or treating' is also thought they made the switch to the large gourd. This
to have originated from a European custom might be where the term 'jack-o-lantem' was
called souling. "Soul cakes" were pieces of derived from.
bread with currents, which people begged for
While this history does explain much of the
from village to village. The more soul c,akes rituals we follow every year on October 31st.
people received, the - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - the question that still
more prayers they
remains is: how did we
go from Celtic festivals,
would say for their
dead relatives.
the spirits of the
The
term
deceased and an evil
man named Jack to our
Hallowe'en has been
created through the
•
•
modern
version.
Present day Hallowe'en
use of several phrases
throughout the cenconsists of dressing up
as the Spice Girls,
turies. The customs of
trick-or-treating, dressreceiving 'rockets' and
those horrible, semiing up and the practice
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of leaving food for the
hard yet still chewable
dead and costumed
candy that always
people. all occur on the
seems to be at the botnight known as the Eve - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - tom of your pillow case
of All Saints. the Eve of All Hallows or Hallow year after year. Here is something to consider:
Even. Sound familiar? If you shorten Hallow if food were supposed to be given out to
Even it remarkably becomes our well-known appea<>e the disembodied. why would people
term: Hallowe'en.
believe that raisins would meet the needs the
While this article may shed some light on dead? Despite this. I Iallowe'en can be as evil,
some of the spooky traditions of this holiday, spooky or silly, as you want it to be. So dress up
the question of the pumpkin remains to be in a costu 1e, and eat some c:mdy then go right
answered. There are stories of Irish children ahead an enjoy yourself. J ust remember to
who used to carve out potatoes or turnips and thank the ancient Celtic pc•ople for providing
light them for their gatherings on Hallowe'en. the found ion for this hau r ··d huliday.
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From the First Year to the Second
Heather

Clay

There's nothing like independence. "Livin' the
vie da loca," if you will, is the best part of student life. There is something amazing about
realizing you have no curfew (and, therefore,
don't have to sneak in at night anymore).
There's also something great about realizing
the professors actually treat you like adults and
won't ask you for an explanation (or a note) for
missing a class. As a student, the first thing I
learned was I was on my own. I could party
when I wanted, eat whatever I wanted and,
basically, I could live my life as I wanted. I welcomed independence with open arms. Now
that I am in my second year at Laurier, I realize there is more independence and more
changes occurring than what happened in first
year.
One of the major changes from first to second year is housing. In the second year at
school, students leave residence and find a
place to live off campus. This means you're
going to have to look for a suitable home that
will fit the needs of you and your roommates. I
found it was very difficult not having my residence simply chosen for me.

I suddenly had to be resourceful and search
very diligently. When you're out there looking
for a place to live, look early enough to find
what you want and look through a wide variety of resources. Use the resources Laurier
has to offer too. Looking through the newspapers and visiting the housing office are good
places to start.
Another change is in classes. I found that in
my program, classes became much more personable during the second year. I began to get
to know several familiar faces and the professors got to know me better as well. In the first
year, you find that all of the electives you take
will enable you to meet several people from all
different fields.
However, when it is narrowed down to just
your program, the same people are around
day to day and you can, therefore, get to know
them much better. Make that extra step to get
to know your fellow classmates and professors
by introducing yourself, or break the ice by
talking about what you have in common the
class you are both sitting in.
Last but not least, 1 found the campus
became much more familiar in my second
year. While it is a small, cozy campus, I could-
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A Tinker Tall

1 172 oz. Irish mist
3 oz. Ginger Ale
3 oz. Club Soda
Combine ingredients with lots of

ice in

tail glass.
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i oz Bushmills
j oz Amaretto
r f r nff
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hot' in

a mug. Top with
whipped cream if desired.
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1/2 oz. Irish Cream
1/2 oz. Coffee Brandy
1/2 oz. Green CrEme de Menthe
Shake with ice. Strain into a shot
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ered my life was changing a great deal in a
new, exciting way. Now that I'm in second
year, I find several ways my student experiences have changed. For all students out
there, remember more changes will come to
matter what stage of life you are in. Embrace
the changes, and you will survive justfine. You
will probably have a lot of fun along the way.

Drinks for You and Me!!!l
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n't help but worry and get a little confused
when I was wandering around, wondering if I
was in the Arts building or something called
the DAWB. Things are easier to find and therefore, less intimidating. Visit all parts ofcampus
to get to know it better, from the Peters building to the Science building.
During my first year at university, I discov-
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Wanna talk dirty? Rairi, snow, mud,
or whatever else does it for you, calls
for a pair of Bluridstories. Unisex and

Shoes

Weber St. N,

22
Waterloo (519)

746-4983
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by Jess Torrance

louder and faster. my heart stopped as the man deity, and the Horned God, a symbol of sexualin the centre of the flan1e-wrought symbol ity, wisdom and power. It is the Goddess that
holds a place of predominance, although this is
raised his dagger and ...
Got you, didn't I? To this day, occultism not to be confused with a concept of gender
tends to evoke such images in the minds of rea- superiority. There is a polarity between the
sonable, educated individuals. In the spirit of sexes, but both are considered equally importhe upcoming Hallowe'en (or Samhain) holi- tant within the religion's precepts and within
day, this article has been written as an explo- life itself.
ration into occultism today. As such, it serves to
Wicca is also considered a 'mystery relidebunk some common misconceptions. while gion' based on its hierarchy. Initiation is
taking into consideration the - - - - - - - - - - - - required in order to join a
popularity of occult arts and
coven. Once an initiate has
sciences within present socibeen accepted. they are
made privy to a certain
ety. Hopefully, the logical
amount of knowledge,
approach presented ill this
which includes spells, ritureport will not serve to
als, and stories. All of this
lessen the magic and mysinformation is recorded by
tery that lay at the very heart
the Wiccan in the pages of
of this field. And no, I never
their 'Book of Shadows'.
did get to sacrifice a black
The sabbats are the eight seasonal holy days of the Wiccan faithful. Their origins are often
After a certain amount of
cock in a white chalk circle!
Druidic, as in the case of Beltane (April30) and Samhain (October 31). These rites are centred in
training, the initiate ascends
nature, and modern sabbats often include a mixture of ancient Pagan customs from Europe
to the next level and is
DEFINmONS
OF
THE
(especially Celtic traditions) and newer clements ofWicca and Neo-Paganism.
rewarded with further
OCCULT
Samhain (pronounced SOW-en) was originally U.'l O..'lcicnt Celtic festival celebrating the beginknowledge. Three such levThe occult defies simple
ning of winter and the Celtic New Year. The transition was symbolized by the death of the old and
definition and its meaning can be extended or els exist within the coven system.
the rebirth of the new.
contracted depending on an individual's beliefs
Initially celebrated by the Druids with feasting and massive bonfires. the word Samhain
or cultural traditions. To a certain extent, the STEREOTYPES: IN L£AGUE Wl1H THE
means "end of summer." The ancient Druid tradition also included the sacrifice of animals and
occult can be classified as any object, phenom- DEVIL!
humans, usually by burning. There are accounts of massive wicker cages full of sacrificial victims
enon or discipline that cannot be explained by
Wicca is considered a Pagan or Neo-Pagan
being set aflame.
the conventional laws of the physiCal universe. religion. During the Inquisitions, the term
The accuracy of these accounts is uncertain, as they come from secondary sources, prone to
In other words, it is the mystiCal, the magiCal, 'Pagan' acquired a rather new and twisted
exaggeration and falsehood. One such witness to these Pagan rites was Julius Caesar, who wrote
meaning, usually involving association with the
the supernatural and the unexplained.
extensively about them.
This broad definition includes everything Devil.
During the death of the old year, the veil between the worlds of the living and the dead,.was
from ghosts. demons and mythological creaThe Roman word paganus translates as
considered to be at its thinnest. The souls of the dead were free to breech this veil and enter the
tures to psychokinesis, sorcery and divination 'country dweller', and was meant to refer to
living world. This belief has lead to the contemporary view of Hallowe'en as a night of plastic
- all those things that get Mulder and Scully those different from the norm. Slightly unsoghosts and goblins.
phisticated perhaps, but certainly not demonic
into so much trouble every week.
Samhain was eventually Christianized and replaced by All Hallows Eve. The practice of trickIn the spirit of All Hallows Eve. and in the in any way. In the context of the Neo-Pagan
or-treating originated from an old Irish peasant custom of going door to door to collect money
limited space that these pages provide, this movement of this century, the term refers to
and food for the festival of St. Columb Kill.
article will concentrate on the Wicca faith and followers of an earth-based or nature-based
It is the ancient Celtic holy day that Wiccans celebrate instead of the Christianized (and combelief system. This belief group also consists of
on its significance in society.
mercialized) Hall owe' en known to most of us. Covens gather on this night to worship and to celDruidism, among others.
ebrate the Wiccan New Year and to be rid of the old in preparation for the new.
The bastardization of this
THE NOT-SO.WICKED
term by the witch hunt
WITCH OF THE WEST
Wicca is a legally recogmovement from the mid15th century to the early
nized religion in Canada and
r
18th century brings to light a
the United States and as
common Wiccan stereotype.
such receives the same ecoThe Wiccan belief system
nomic and social status as
larger institutionalized relidoes not recognise the
Ouistian system, including
gions like Christianity and
Judaism. In North America,
the existence of Satan. The
the most popular form of the
long-standing association
religion is termed traditional
between Witches and the
or Gardnerian Wicca and its
Devil is thus proven fimdatenets are based on the - - - - - - - - - - - - mentally wrong.
The Horned God of Wicca is not a Satanic
teachings ofits namesake. the respected Wicca
leader Gerald Gardner.
symbol. The horns of the god are a symbol of
Gardnerian Wicca is coven-based and his natural, animalistic qualities. Another comg these groups of the faithful meet semi-regular- monly misinterpreted link to Satan is the five~ ,ly (often with the full moon, outdoors. if possi- pointed star, known as the pentacle or penta~ ble) in order to worship and conduct ceremogram. Although the Church of Satan has
nial activities. The coven group is not always adopted this symbol. the pentacle is in fact
present, however. Certain Wiccans practice rooted in Biblical traditions. One of the interalone and are termed 'solitaires'.
pretations ofits five points is the representation
The Wiccan faith is polytheistic (based on of the five wounds suffered by Ouist on the
the worship of several gods). Its main gods cross.
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
include the Goddess, a fertility and nature

As a journalist uninitiated in the mysteries of

the occult, I leapt at the opportunity to witness
a pagan ritual on a full moon night. Thus I
found myself descending into a darkened
chamber last month, accompanied by two figures cloaked and hooded in black. As my eyes
grew accustomed to the gloom, I realized the
sole light source in the room was a series of
candles placed on the ground.
My pulse quickened as my pen raced across
the notebook, recording all that could be seen
in the half-light. The candles formed a five-

pointed star. Within the confines of this star
stood a man before a low altar. A horned head
dress lent this "priest" a bestial look, and a
curved blade gleamed dully in his grip.
Gradually, I became aware of the low
chanting around us. It sounded a great deal
like the old Latin I had studied in class. As I
stood there, in awe and admittedly in fear, the
chanting grew more strident. My eyes fell back
on the altar and I saw for the first time that a
lamb lay there impassively. As the words of the
cloaked men and women around me grew

••••••••••••••••••••••
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However, in Wiccan ~ belief, ''the sitfgle
upward point (the S;l.tanic~)'rrlbol is jnve~q)
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represents the Goddess and the"pentacle as a
whole is seen as a , prptective .symbol. This
negates the concept.oflgqod Witch/bad Witch
as well.
'
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based in truth. Howevtlt, Wiccans do"not gather,m-oundrthe CiJ.ulWOI} . every fullwoon With a
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SPJ;llls and ?pells design'ed to harm an::ertemy.
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:earth-based religious f$ystern$il sucn''~ as
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Druidism, an old religion with ro~ts in ancient
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The growing popUlarity tqe/je belief syshistory, countless others ,llrilsentiy''exist ,ti+at the deity is present in everythnfg, including
tems provokes a question: Why .the sudden
surround the follower.; ofili\ Wiccan faith ..,g ne e~eselfrA Sj)()¥ ,. is suri':Ql~ the chttnp,~lling of
resurgence in Pagan beliefS?
such rnisc~nc.eption ipvolves thef(;Jllow wjtll the o~e's 0~ divUie energi~s .i n order to" ate
Although this question'cannofbe answered
curved knife m the story above.
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this change,
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satisfactori).y, certain factors must be taken into
Often, followers pf '\\?,~~an b~.liet: sys\~ms
Magick ;~·· always ~fl'~l1}le~."within tlie 4
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,r ,.in ·~ coven group. and tl;).e titn~j;and
wardrobe. Although. some members of the md of certain obJ®ts With wag1c~ properties.
frequency of ooyen gathelin~ .•iS • · '
faith do prefer black clotb'ing, the black- • Swords, knives, W®den'vv~. chalices, can1
~ ·~
\, •- ~=Z'ht
ij·<~-w c::~:-<42i:'\':>'-; .. '":: ' -,-i<-h.,
flexible
"'., +.. :~,
..,,
.
4i~-'
_it
draped, pentacle-be~g ~age is not Wicca, '\dies and bellS ai'e ~~nrq;ug~tjntg, pia.y, _,,"';·
The
very
basis
of.
the
personified. Many M(icca prefer green or purft So it seems the vasCn:UI11ber of stigmas
d
- p_,
~-i'~
-··'"
pie and many other.; choos\')'to dress in jeans attached . tb Witchcraft prove to be unfounded .. faith is f:qlturally flexible
as well:"Aithol!gQ 1 all
and a T-shirt. WhiJJ. robe~; 'and/Qr nudlty are ~agick still exists, as a part of the essence
Wiccans "follow:.;:t he
encouraged at traditiohal Wicdh gatherings, Wicca, so the mysterious occult image atq~.ehed
coven members are given . ,t he freedom of to}Ie practice ofWiccq and .to thOse·'"'~~pr'Ac:
choice in the matter.
tice it will,remain. As a mystery,ri,lligi0 n
The practice of~gick!'~9Pelle~.with a k .in .
order to differentiate it frOJll?fuge magic) wid::'

'
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within a society where everything must be
explained and categorised proves to be an
attraction for many.
~
These factors only touch on the resurgence
•agan traditions. It
also be clarified
tr~ditiol)S, for the. most part, never
to th!l persecution of Witches
ed.
er Pagans over several centuries, these
faiths p~~:ye in m~y cases gone into hiding. As
tolerarihe gradwiny inct"eases, so does the open
practice'(Jf these faiths.
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PAGANISM AND POPtJLAR CULTURE
Paganism an,ctPOP culh!re have often made
a good 1;1'latch. 1;'l'Q<,e Witcl].craft as an example.
Turn on the 1V and you've got Charmed and
Sabrina the Tegnage ~cq. Rent a video. How
about The Craft? Go se~ \· a movie. The Blair
f1itch Project, maybe? Although
some of .these examples are
cute or stereotypical and
others are blood-chillmg. they all include
Witchcraft as their

af''

w

must

· ;e

•

z;, ,~¥

constant interest in our
Otherwise,
Mulder and Scully would
have gone the way of the dodo
soci~ty.

ago.

:

tascinati,9n stemS from an infatuation
things thafcan,'t be explained by science
+.,
e ru:il,..?O fe~ nowad~ys, after all), as well
' ' uw.an enjoyment of a good
/>:i
}:'
'!}ke tctha:ve the hairs stand
k of 'th(lir
neck during a
r
creepy,p'J{)Vl.e?
·'*' L
"'t
The concept pf female empowerment may
also contribute tq the popularity of Paganism in
k
+
,, pop culture. ln. many casE)S. viewers are female
and the status of')Vomen within the Wicca faith
seems to be ag. ~ppealing vision. Speaking of
appealing visions, from tl,le male point of view
··• presenc~ o(!:l\Jbile yo~ Witches such as
''<3ampb~: 'ap,d Sh~en Doherty may
' uia.Jity of such shows and
%<$:
e?[fyes.).
r'
~~
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There are several
occult.
~ ,· , . ,
. . !JJ".,
A good place to $tarf isfat the library. The library has an extensive collection of books on the
occult, paganism, and Witchcraft on the fifth floor. These tomes don't just shed light on the basi~~
of these disciplines. 1J,'hete are in-depth~exarnin!'J.tions of the occult from various angles, from the
sociological to the ~f:hropological.
Another place tq1
into the occult is with the Society for Esoteric Exploration (SEE). This
campus club dedicat~' itself to the exploration of the occuJt, the unexplained, the mystical and
I> .
t.: ' - "·~ - ... '"' " ,, •"""-''' r. .,.
the Pagan. If you a(e interested in contactirig SEE; you can ({,Wail fl:tem at OOSee@machl.wlu.ca
for more information: ~ · •%!:~-~;:;:;;,;;; 1
a;,;&:.,.;,.."""~
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Hawks winning
Practice has not yet ceased,
though, as the women continue
to prepare and train for the CIAU
championships which will be
hosted by the Golden Hawks
from November 10th through the
14th.
Men's Soccer

PFHIOLTE
Continued from cover
This was certainly evident on the
weekend, as the Golden Hawks
finsihed their regular season
undefeated over their final three

games.

Despite this big win, however,
the women failed to make the
playoffs. The team was just
edged out by the Brock Badgers
who earned two more points
than the Hawks during the regular season.

Orange Rim,
Golden Hawk
The Men's Basketball team travelled to the
nation's capital over the weekend to compete
in a tournament hosted by the University of
Ottawa. The Hawks won both games they
played to bring home the championship,
defeating Carleton University in the final, 6348.
Ken Hodgkins was named tournament
MVP, scoring 41 points for the weekend. Bob
Papadimitriou was a tournament All-Star.

Athlete of the Week

A strong Golden Hawk performance was also turned in during the seciond game of the afternoon when the men faced off
against the number one team in
the OUA.
On that same cold, wet day,
Laurier's men's squad played a
hard-fought match against the
undefeated Western Mustangs.
At the end of the day, the score
remained as it had started, 0-0,
and the Hawks had kept the juggernaught Mustang offense from
scoring.
Shutouts are nothing new for
Hawk goaltender Mark Ignor,
however, who, with the scoreless
tie on the weekend, recorded his
seventh of the season. These
kinds ofperformances have been
one of the biggest reasoas why
the Golden Hawks have given up
the fewest goals in the OUA West.
It was a mostly even contest
throughout the first half, but as
the game wore on, several
opprtunities arose for both

Putt-Putt for the

Hawk of it
On Monday and Tuesday, October 18 and 19
the WLU Golf Team travelled to Guelph for
the OUA championship at Victoria Park East
Golf Club. The team played well over two
days and finished fifth out of twelve teams.
The Laurier team is very young and all
players are eliginle to return next season.
The team played better and better as the year
progressed and an excellent season is anticipated in the year 2000.
Individual results were as follows:
1. Franc Tanguay -141 Ottawa
2. Joel Pavone -142 York
3. Jeff Cunningham -144 Guelph
4. Jordan Rose -144 Western
5. Jim Zwolak -145 Laurier

teams.
Laurier sweeper Dan Pilas
broke up a potentially dangerous
play with only 10 minutes to go
when a Mustang shot through
the Laurier D for a breakaway.
Again with five minutes remaining Western was pressing and
Ignor was forced to make a great
save on what looked to be a wide
open chance.
WLU's best chance came late
in the game when the Hawks
began to put some pressure on
the Western defenders. Dan
Gilbota made a pass to
Etobicoke's paddle-tennis champion Chris Booth who missed just

wide.
Head coach Barry Maclean
was pleased with his team's performance, but is more concerned
with their immediate future.
"I thought we played well,"
said Maclean, "but now we have
to focus on the playofis."
The Hawks open the playofis
at home when they host the
Brock Badgers in the OUA West
semi-finals on Saturday October
30th. The game against Western
may have been a preview of the
West Division final, which certainly would be a great matchup: the highest scoring team
against the team who's given up
the fewest goals.

Wickity-Wack:
It's Lacrosse!
WLU's men's lacrosse team hosted McMaster
last Friday and almost let an easy one slip by.
The Marauders scored first and played well
throughout, which surprised the Hawks.
However, depite goalie Karl Lippe being
potentially out for the season with a broken
finger, the Hawks defeated their opponents
10-6. The boys host U. of T. in their final regular season game this Friday at the stadium.
Game time is 6:45 pm.

-

-

-

-

Laurier Individual Results

1. Jim Zwolak -145
2. Steve Fox -148
3. Andy Holborn -149
4. Pat Miller-155
5. Derek Churchill-Smith -159
Team Results

1. Ottawa
2. Guelph
3. Western
4. Toronto
5. Laurier
6. Queens
An honourable mention should be given to
Hawk Jim Zwolak who was a leader on the
course and one of the best players in Ontario.
He won the Laurier Invitational and scored
the most points at the Challenge Cup. Zwolak
was also a first team All-Star.

Turnovers sink
Hawks in
Ottawa
Jordan Rurness
The Hawks took on the top ranked Ottawa GeeGoes this past Saturday and despite a strong effort
were hurt by four turnovers and fell 34-27 to the
only undefeated team in the CIAU.
A sign the Hawks were lacing tougher competition came during the opening drive when an
Adam Lane pass was picked off and the Gee-Gees
converted it into a field goal. The three points for
the Gee-Gees equalled the total points given up by
the Hawks over the past two weeks.
Laurier answered right back, however, as
Lane found Andre Talbot in the endzone with an
11-yard touchdown reception. The catch would
be Andre's only of the day as Ottawa played some
tight defence on the CIAU's third leading receiver,
hi addition, the Laurier offence emphasized the
run Saturday.
As the half drew near, the Hawks found themselves down 10-7 but a 40 yard field goal by
Laurier's standout kicker, John Katsauoni, tied it

going into the break.
The Hawks stormed out front in the third quarter thanks to two rushing touchdowns by Justin
Praamsma. Praamsma ended the day with 161
rushing yards on just 16 carries.
"We focused on the run today and led by Justin
the team did a great job of opening and finding
holes in a tough Ottawa defence," noted head
coach Rick Zmich,
Laurier headed for the fourth quarterup 27-10
and may have felt they could head back to the
locker room. It would prove to be a grave error as
the Gee-Gees were getting ready to put on an
offensive display.
Ottawa quarterback, and CIAU points leader,
Phil Cote led the chargeas the Gee-Gees scored 21
unanswered points. The final seven came with
just 59 seconds left in the game sending the
Hawks on a long drive home to contemplate a 3427 loss, their second of the year.
Unfortunately it was turnovers that did the
Hawks in on this day.
"The turnovers hurt us. We had three interceptions, a fumble, and one blocked punt that Ottawa
turned into 13 points," commented Zmich.
Cote was the offensive standout for Ottawa,
passing for 277 yards while rushing for another

70.

Hot X-Country

-

Lydia Knez, a fourth year sweeper from
Oakville, ON, scored the winning goal and
played excellent defense in the Golden
Hawks' 3-1 victory over the Western
Mustangs. Western is currently ranked
fourth in the CIAU and is in first place in the
OUA. riie women's soccer Hawks will be
counting on big things from Lydia as the team
Prepares to host the CIAU championships
beginning Thursday, October 10™.
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Section formerly known as

A popular saying for all cross-country runners is "may the wind always be at your
back." Unfortunately on Saturday the wind
had to pair up with its two friends, rain and
freezing air. Maybe you've heard of them.
The Golden Hawk cross-country team
toughed it out on Saturday to host the Laurier
Open on a day that was far less than perfect.
The top female finisher for the Hawks was
Heather Swift who placed 53rd in a time of
18:27 over the 4km distance.
Lesley
MacEwen followed her finishing 56th, with
Jessica Schmidt crossing the tape in 62nd.
The individual winner in the women's
race was Laurie Mutton from the University
of Guelph. Laurie looks to lead her team to
victory next week at the very competitive
OUA championships.
The top male finisher for the Hawks was
Jeff Golisky who finished 58th in a time of
27:30 over the 7.2km distance. The only
other Golden Hawk in the men's race was
Allen Day who finished the race in 69th.
The Hawks are training hard this week in
preparation for the upcoming OUA championships in Sudbury. Laurier will be up
against some of the country's best teams.
Five of the top ten of these teams are from
Ontario.

The loss drops the Hawks into a second place
tie with McMaster. The Marauders shocked the
number 2 Western Mustangs 34-27. The Hawks
also fell two points in the CIAU top ten ranking
now sitting eigth in Canada. The final regular season came is this Saturday at Seagram stadium
against the Warriors are ranked ninth.
Zmich cited three factors that will be crucial for
Laurier to get their sixth win of the season. "We
have to stay disciplined and let the Warriors take
the unnecessary penalties.
Secondly, in two
games against Waterloo last year we turned over
the ball 13 times. Finally, we need to win the special teams component. If we can do those things
and continue to execute well we can come out
with a win."
A victory will give the Hawks second place while a
loss could mean a fall into fourth place. Game
time is 2:oopm.
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Hawks look strong
l.aurier came close with a few breakaways but couldn't get it out to their
backs quick enough. There was no
forward movement and so most of
the second half consisted of both
teams moving back and forth along
the midline. No more points were
scored and the game ended in favour
of the Golden Gaels, 19-0.
There didn't seem to be many sad
faces, though, as most of Laurier's
team seemed more excited about
getting out of the rain and heading
for the local pub!
The general consensus from the
1 lawks regarding the game and the
season was a positive one. They
grew as a team both in good and bad
situations, which resulted in many
improvements throughout the season.

i
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PFIHOLTE

Ruth

Stadelmayer

On Saturday October 23rd Queen's
arrived on Laurier soil lor the

Hawks' last match of the season.
The game commenced at 4:00 pm
on one of the rainiest days of the
year. Fortunately I'or both teams the
sport ofrugby Is best played in such
weather! There's nothing better than
dragging your opponent through the
mud or taking the honourable slide

across the end zone.

The start of the game proved to
be a challenge as the rain was
drilling down. It didn't take long for
the ball to become less than dry and
a little slippery. Due to the conditioas, Queen's fumbled more than
they probably would have liked.
Purple and gold were all over their
mistakes with quick slides over the
fumbled balls and efficient rucks
from the forward pack. The women
of Lairier have definitely been prae-

tising their forward moves, which
made for a strong offensive and
defensive game. The back line was
also looking much stronger compared to how they looked at the
of
the
season.
beginning
Unfortunately,however, Laurier's
defense did not prevent Queen's
from gaining a 19-0 lead before the
end of the first half.
The second half proved to be
unsuccessful for both teams in that
neither made it across the try line.

They started out as a rookie veteran team and began their season by
playing some of the top teams in the
league. The first couple of games
were obviously needed for experience and once the team gained the
knowledge and strength, Laurier
gave many teams a run for their
money.
Cynthia Lavigne was proud to
point out the achievements the team
had made, regardless of their number of wins and losses. This year's
women's rugby team definitely laid
down a solid foundation of quality
rugby and sportsmanship on which
many women will be able to participate with in the future. Most importantly, now that the season is over for
these girls there will be no more
excuses regarding their anatomy
homework, especially for Kim.

Bag O'
Scores
Women's Volleyball
Laurier 0, Guelph 3
Record: 2-1
Men's Basketball
Laurier 62, Ottawa 60

Final Game:
Laurier 63, Carleton 48

Record: 3-1
Women's Soccer
Laurier 3, Western 1
Record: 3-6-3
Men's Soccer

Laurier 0. Western 0
Record: 6-2-4
Football
Laurier 27, Ottawa 34
Record: 5-2
Women's Rugby
Laurier 0, Queen's 19

Record: 1-7-1
Men's Rugby
Laurier 6, Toronto 10
Record:
Women's Hockey
Laurier 5, Guelph 3
Record: 2-0
Men's Hockey
Laurier 6, Ryerson 5
Laurier 6, Brock 2
Record: 2-0
Women's Lacrosse
Laurier 4, Guelph 7
Record: 4-5
Men's Lacrosse
Laurier 10, McMaster 6

Record: 5-2

So I'm ugly.
So what? I
never saw

anyone hit
with his
face.
-

/

Yogi Berra
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Deportes de
esta Semana
Football
Sat.Oct. 30
vs. Waterloo @ 2 pm
Women's Soccer
Oct. 29,30,31
OUA Championships
@ Ottawa
Men's Soccer
Sat. 0ct.30
OUA Semi-Finals
Brock @ Laurier
Volleyball
Oct.
27 @ Waterloo
Wed.
Women 6 pm
Men 8 pm
Fri. Oct. 29 vs Waterloo
Women 6 pm
Men 8 pm

Women's Lacrosse

PFIHOLTE
Woodie Brown
The Golden Hawks started this
year's hockey season with high
expectations after a solid 14-7-5
record last year and making the
playoQs in one of the toughest divisions. The team has plentay of offensive talent, but after a loss in the first
round ofthe playolls to Waterloo last
year, they showed that they needed
to improve their defence and
become a more physical team.
Their win against Ryerson
proved that they still played the same
as hist year. They began the game
strong with sharp long passes that
set up several early chances, and
looked to be in control. However,
they were caught too often pressing
deep into the Ryerson end and gave
up several two on one rushes.
Ryerson scored twice early in the
first period to take the lead. Laurier
fought back though, and tied the
score at two with some great stick

work and passing by Mike Allaby.
In the third period Ixiurier took a
two goal lead and looked to be in
control of the game. Then, however,
they started taking silly penalties and
were forced to continually kill them.
Ryerson had a two man advantage
for one minute and thirty seconds
but could not score. Not only did
they not have any shots on net during the two man advantage, but
Laurier's Mark Dineley skated into
the Ryerson end and scored to give
Laurier what looked like an insurmountable lead.
Suddenly, though, Laurier's
defence, after playing so well at the
start of the period, allowed Ryerson
to skate through them and score two
goals in two minutes. Ryerson was
now down by only one goal, and had
the momentum. Eventually they
were able to hold off the Rams, and
Frank Ivankovich came up with
some great saves to keep them in the
lead. Laurier finally held on to the
lead, and won the game 6-5.

gill r/c
TRY A.

Laurier's offense looked strong,
especially Dineley, Allaby, Rick
White, Eric. Ballantyne and Jeff
Ambrosio, who each had a two point
night. They had 35 shots and played
like an offence that will do some serious damage this "year.
Another
bright spot for the team was their
goaltender, Ivankovich. After allowing two early goals, he made a number of impressive saves late in the
game to hold on to the lead. He
stopped 30 shots in the game and
allowed his team to take some
chances in the offensive end. To be

succesfull in the playoffs this year the
Hawks are going to have to play a little tighter on defence and be more
physical. As well, they are going to
need to learn to not take as many
penalties. ITiere is such a thing as a
good penalty, but Laurier only took
silly penalties. They had 28 penalty
minutes in the game, including a ten
minute game misconduct.
If they continue to play strong on
offence and work on some minor
details, the Laurier Golden Hawks
hockey team should have another
successful year.
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Hockey
Sun. 0ct.28
York, 7:30 pm
Sat. Oct. 30
vs. Laurentian @ 7 pm
Sun. Oct. 31
Women vs. York @7:30 pm
Men

@

Basketball
Oct. 29-31
Women
Western Invitational
Sun. Oct. 31
@

Men

@

Ryerson

Martin Kearns has a huge role on the Golden Hawks
men's hockey squad. He is the team captain and the
longest serving member of the team. However, as a
defensemen, Kearns' biggest attribute has never been
goal scoring. That all changed Saturday night when the
fifth year business diploma student recorded the first hat
trick of his Goldnen Hawk career in a 6-2 victory over the
Brock Badgers. Kearns hails from Sault Ste. Marie, the
hockey factory of Ontario.
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Hockey Player of the Game

KINO OP BBER8.
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Men/Women

Male Athlete of the Week and Labatt

Budweiser.
i

Swimming
Fri. Oct. 29 @ Waterloo

Martin Kearns

JTA.LY

747

Sun. Oct. 31
vs. Brock @ 9 am
vs. Western @ 1 pm

Justin Praamsma
Offensive Football Player
of the Week and
Budweiser Player of the Game
Justin Praamsma, a fourth year running back out of
Brampton Centennial High School, had a great clay in a
losing cause for the Golden Hawks this Saturday.
Praamsma ran for over 150 yards and 2 touchdowns, as
the Hawks were defeated 34-27 in a fourth quarter loss.
Praamsma has run this well already in 1999, but
never against such a strong opponent. Pniamsma will
play an important role for the Hawks in their playoff drive.
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"The Battle of Waterloo"
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Pre-game celebration with the
Budweiser Big Rig begins at 12:30pm
at University Stadium
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For advance ticket sales contact Agnes at 884-0710 x 2184
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Hang In There with BRAND'S Traditional Essence of Chicken.
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You need to be sharp and in good physical shape to consistently get good grades. And research
from King's College, the University of London, and Kwansei Gakuin University, Japan, shows that
BRAND'S Traditional Essence of Chicken helps relieve fatigue, improve memory and give you

energy.
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Available in all major Chinese supermarkets and herb stores.
For more 'formation, please call Toronto Distributor: Kingsdale Trading Co. Ltd. 416-292-1230.
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An Evening with Jan. 16th

FIELD R
Reagan

Haire

This coming Thursday evening at
8:00p.m. in the Theatre Auditorium,
there is something exciting happening.
It is the showing of the
University Players' play, Night of
January 16th. This wonderful production is a 1930's courtroom drama
written by Ayn Rand.
This play, being the only one that
Rand has written, stresses the
importance to come out and see the
Players put it into action.
The play consists of a large cast of
about fifteen of Laurier's best that
would appreciate our support. If you
like Ayn Rand's novels, you should
check out her play.
For those readers who may not
be so familiar with Rand's work,

here is a little information on what
the play is about. Night of January
16th is authentic to its '30 s flare as
the audience is carried through a
courtroom trial.
The charge is
against Karen Andre, played by
Christine Rehel,
who is accused of
murdering
her
lover,
Bjorn
Faulkner.
Hounded
by
Defence lawyer
Stevens, played by
Evan Medley, and
Defence lawyer Flint, played by
Nicole Forgione, the witnesses are

another. The play is full of excitement and suspense. Not only can the
audience enjoy the many talented
Laurier Players but, they also have
the chance to be involved in the play
themselves, and ultimately decide

manager of the Elora Festival. Both
have worked intensely with the
actors for the past four weeks dedicating a lot of time and effort to the
play.
"Night of January 16th is a great
piece on many levels," says Qualter.

"Night of January 16th is
a great piece on many
levels."

forced to reveal the truth.
Throughout the series ofwitnesses that testify in this case, we are
hurled from one point of view to

the fate of the play. With its interactive nature and gripping storyline,
the play is sure to be a hit.
Adam Qualter, a drama instructor at Laurier, co-directs the play
with Cheryl Ewing, who is general

"The

characters

offer a mix of
strong,
meaty
and
roles
scenestealing walk-ons."
The audience is
treated to a tightly
written courtroom drama which
includes a chance to help decide the
outcome. Qualter chose the play
because it was just what he was
looking for. He also felt it had a mixture of roles that would challenge

and intrigue university students.
The cast was charged with the
task of figuring out what motivates
each character and they enjoyed
representing the time period of the
play
Since this is the first show of the
1999-2000 season, it would be great
that we come out and support our
campus talent.
Tickets are eight dollars a piece.
Ayn Rand's Night of January 16th is
sure to leave you affected and
pleased. So, if you would like a
chance to be part of university theatre, then join us at 8:00 p.m. on the
night of Thursday, October 28th at
the Theatre Auditorium.

Pick up your tickets at the Box Office
outside the T.A. this week.

Fight Club rolls with the punches
times. It is Norton's character (an unnamed
man who refers to himself as Jack) who hatches brilliant revolutionary thoughts and Pitt's
character (Tyler Durden) who puts them into
action. Of course this is one of the first things to
divide these unlikely partners.
The second factor comes in the form of a
woman named Maria
Singer
(Helena
Bonham-Carter), a support-group junkie that
Jack encountered in his
pre-Tyler days, when
he was an insomniac.
She turns the heads of
both men, but in the
end it is Tyler's aggressive approach, which
sparks her interest.
Meanwhile
The
Club
is
spinning
Fight
out of proportions and
Jack finds that it is Tyler who is taking over the
venture that they started together. Feeling lost
and out of the loop, he tries to figure out what
he can do to get back in the game but it is the
cold hard truth that reaches up and beats him
down in the end.
The superb acting by both actors will take
your breath away. This is definitely a typical
Edward Norton psychological mind-bender, if

you can pin him down as an actor who targets
these roles. He truly excels at portraying the
victim and the aggressor interchangeably
throughout the film.
For Brad Pitt, this is one of his riskiest roles
to date and it shows that his acting ability can
far supercede those of any actor in his genre
should he be given the

chance.

The superb
acting by both
actors will take
your breath
away.

Denise McGuire

The latest film from director David Fincher
(Seven, The Game) is sure to shock and delight
fans of Brad Pitt and Edward Norton. Based on
the novel of the same name, by Chuck
Palahniuk, the story revolves around two men
locked in the monotonous routine of a 9 to 5
dayj°b, and in Norton's case, endless sleepless
After a chance meeting on a business
Wp. the two men embark on a pub-crawl. The

fight club originates in the parking lot with
Pitt's demand of "I want you to hit me as hard
as you can."
The Fight Club soon becomes an exclusive
underground organization that men use as a
haven to escape their own boring daily existences.
As dark as the plot may seem, there is an
extensive use of sarcastic and black humour
that will appeal to fans of both actors, and
seemingly lighten up the movie at the oddest

Support acting by
Bonham-Carter, Meat
Loaf, and in a minor
role, Jared Leto, add to
the fascination of pain,
darkness, and the conditions, which drive
men to violence.
This is definitely
not a movie for the faint
of heart, but don't let
the violence factor turn
you off to the Fight Club

experience.

It is so much more than watching men beat
the hell out of each other because it is a challenge to think differently and do new things.
Fight (Hub will grab you by the collar and pull
you in head first. It doesn't give you the chance
to escape and sometimes it's just best to give in
and roll with the punches.

DANIEL
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Bad, bad sopranos

Ross Bullen
Alan Warner's third and most recent
novel, The Sopranos, has been enjoying a fair bit of success. Whether this
is a result of the heavy promotion it
has been reeieving in various literary
magazines or the fact that it shares
the same name as the critically
aclaimed HBO series of the same
name, (the two are in fact not related)
Is something of a mystery. 1 am fairly
certain it does not have a whole lot to
do with the novel's literary merits. It
would only be proper to talk about
what 1 did enjoy about The Sopranos
before dripping critical poison over

Warner's three-hundred some pages.
Firstly, as some of the critical
blurbs on the back mention, The
Sopranos does have some moments
of inspired humour although, despite
one critics comments, Warner's goofy
diatribes did not have me "rocking
with laughter." In fact far from it. 1
may have made a weird noise once
or twice when I was amused or
maybe even thought, "that was
funny." My sides did not split.
What else was enjoyable about
The Sopranos? Well, depending on
your personal perversion level you
may just get a kick out of all the
catholic schoolgirl "sexual awaken-

ing" business, but as any card-carrying porn fiend knows, that kind of
"entertainment" can be acquired for
far less than the $17.95 you'll have to
dish out for The Sopranos.
Still interested? For all the diehard Alan Warner fans out there I
suppose a brief plot synopsis would
be in order. A Scottish all-girls school
choir are going for a day trip to a
singing contest in the city. A group
called The Sopranos (there are five of
them) are all best friends that have
problems. When they get to the city
they go and get loaded. One of them
has a "sexual awakening." Another
one just gets laid. One of them is
named Fionulla which, if you ask me,
seems like a pretty cool name, even if
I don't know how to pronounce it. On
page 54 Mr. Warner has managed to
draw a picture of a penis ejaculating.
Tee Hee.
In case the "plot" (and I do
encourage you to try and find one)
wasn't enough of a deterent, one
need only try to ingest the inane
Scottish dialect (Alan Warner says:
"Why can't I be Irvine Welch?") or the
trite, boring symbolism (which
Warner actually tries to explain at the
end of the book) or maybe the "slice
of life" message of the book or one of
a hundred other things that just contribute to The Sopranos ultimatley
being a real piece of shit.
I know Scottish and Irish writers
really like to write using "their"
English. That's cool. Most of them do
it pretty well (Roddy Doyle, for one...J.
Somehow, when Warner tries to pull
it off it just winds up being in.sLnoen|
and confusing. Don't read this book. It
is bad. Bad Bad. Bad.

Fresh AIR

making of their first singles.
Air consists of Nicolas Godin and JB,
music students who met while
attending University in Versailles.
The majority of these tracks were
recorded and produced in Nicolas
Godin's apartment as an experi-

Luke

Martyn

After many months of waiting for a
new Air album, my wishes have
almost been fulfilled. Based in
France, Air has
released their lat-

est mini-album,

mental project using many rare
keyboards and drum machines.
Although this mini album is primitive compared to Moon Safari it provides die, Air tan with a good background to their past.
During Air's successful 1998
tour of the U.S. and Europe, a documentary was filmed to capture the
essence of Air. The documentary's
title is Eating. Sleeping, Waiting and,
Playing and it will
be released early
2000. In addition
to the film, a new
album will be
released as the

My wishes
collection of songs have almost
created before
their latest full
been
fulfilled
Air,
that Air has
with
duced

Premiers
Symptomes. It is a

album
Moon
Safari. The most
popular
single
proto date has
been Sexy Boy.
The single gained some exposure in
North America, but it was mainly
the European audiences who

understood the loungy French
band. Premiers Symptomes takes a
look back at their roots before they
had the budget for expensive equipment and producers. It is clear that
the moog keyboards and Stereolab
were some of the influences in the

soundtrack for
the documentary.
The full-length
album will be
called
"The
Virgin Suicides"
and it is anticipated by all Air fans.
In the interim however, Airis record
company decided to release these
older tracks to satisfy the hungry
fans whohave been waiting patiently for a very long time. This is a good
ploy to keep people like myself
aware that Air still exists and they
will be back for a tour next year.
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We get the distinct impression that
Ross did not like this book. But don't
let that sway your decision.
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Robbie 'Millenium' Williams

your number is different from

what is in the Registrar's Office,

Peggy Swan and Pamela

Munn

he was dressed to kill in the James Bond of
"Millenium" threads.

British Rock is here to stay, and Robbie
Williams was here to prove it. The Lyric
Night Club in downtown Kitchener was rocking last Tuesday night (October 19) as Robbie
and his band of English 'blokes' entertained
and mesmerized the crowded hall.
People of all ages and of all continental
descent, (primarily North American and
European) packed the little hall to the brink of
being a fire hazzard. But did anyone notice?
No. And did it stop anyone from having a good
time? Hell no!
Mr. Robert Peter Williams (as he introduced
himself) looked mighty tasty to the ladies, for

He is an absolutely amazing entertainer,
largely due to his great stage presence and his
ability to keep the audience and his band

enthusiastic.
In addition to his presentation ability, he is
also very polite and respectful to his audience.
His Mum and Dad must
have taught young Robbie
fine
British
manners,
because Robbie actually
thanked us for being part of
his audience, (sigh)
The songs Robbie sang
were mostly from his new

Everybody had a great time, and we all left
the little building either heart throbbing over
Robbie's pretty boy English accent, or humming the tune of our favourite song. In addition, there was no noticeable age segregation,
which made the atmosphere quite comfortable.
Robbie showed us how to have fun; we all
followed his lead which made the experience
all the more enjoyable. Robbie came and left
with a big bang. It is our opinion that last
Tuesday night s concert really was the concert
of the millenium.
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Some record companies just have to be different DROG (Dave's Records of Guelph) is
one of them. In 1996 they released the compilations "TVuck Songs" and "Stomp on Wood
A Tribute to Stompin* Tom Connors". This
year they are turning to the kitchen and have
gathered 22 songs by local artists concerning
food. Styles range from folk to hip-hop and
spoken word to pop. With titles like Rock
Soup, Brain Buritos, and Drive-Thru, this CD
sounds like it should be tasty.
To kick off this new delicacy, DROG is hosting a release party at the River Run Centre in
Guelph on Friday Oct. 29th. The eclectic concert will feature over 20 musical acts including Matthew Osborne, Tannis Slimmon, the
kramdens, Dave Teichroeb, Lewis Melville,
Banjo Mechanics, Pollyannas, and many
more. According to DROG, the evening promises to be a live reproduction of the CD in a
carnival atmosphere. It will also include
cooking demonstrations, poetry, magic, and
othersurprises. Tickets are $17 and can be
procured at the Centre's box office (call 519-
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Cord Guide will be out soon. If

solo release album, The Ego Has Landed,
which hit the shelves and the top 20 list in
1998.
However, Robbie also sang some popular
cover songs by other bands, so we all sang
along and enjoyed ourselves immensly. It was
intriguing to see though, during the concert,
every song Robbie sang, everyone sang along
with it. (Please note: One author was an ignorant radio goddess and onJy recognized two
songs).
Being dual authors towards this article, we
decided to split up and give the concert a twodimensional review by spectating in two different places. We ended up as one spectator up
towards the front and one towards the back.
(Author's note: the shorter ofthe two was at the
back). Luckily, the one author who did receive
the opportunity to be at the front, got to see hottie
ahem!
I mean Robbie up close.
In conclusion, the concert in itself was
absolutely phenomenal. To our knowledge,
there were no fights, no fires and no drug
—

•
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Arts

I'm Your Huckleberry
112 i went mad rather slowly
it started a little bit at a time

slowly ever so slowly it crept up on
me when i wasn't looking i didn't notice it
at first until it grew into insanity bit by bit it grew
and grew and grew until it built up into such a state of
mental anguish so large so gigantic other people saw it they
felt it because it hung over me like a dark heavy cloud
it was in me it was out of me coming out of my
pores the madness the people around me
could breathe it they sucked it
into their lungs through their
nostrils and it intoxicated
them and they laughed
and laughed
and laughed
until it was
a part of
them
not

me

nisha panchal

The Sloth's Photo Album

flFi Classifieds
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5,1999 from 10am until
4 pm. Cost: $30 for the day. To
reserve a place: call 885-0220 ext. 0
or ext. 265 ($3O deposit, to hold a
place in the workshop, is refundable

November

until November
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To the Swingsville Gang,
orderscan besentto(f.l9)BB3-0871 cash reqmr.*i
NT
You guys rock my world. Now,
on advance for most student classified ads. Billing
whos the dirtiest whore? I m proavailable lor phone-in iuid lax orders iuid rlassilieds
T
claiming it in a publication. I win.
running (or more thiui live issues. Deadline lorptav
Take that Jodi and Melissa.
Hope Oma doesn't read this.
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Scholarships awarded. Professional
and fun; great business experience.
Call 886-0909 or www.workforstudents.com/on
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Hey, Pita Shack Girl!
Look, I'm making you famous!
Show all your friends! Are ya read-
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Flexible hours.
weekends available.
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Pattern, r,n
Colonial Style
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Part-Time Work
$13.05 to start.
&

H
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help with: writing, editing, and proof
reading
essays, reports,
etc.
resumes,
cover
letters

"

or 7 n
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Lost
1 medium jar of polski cgorki, or
pickles. Has sentimental value. Small
reward offered for any information
leading to the apprehension of said

available to

°

74.?.qqqn
ti Wi

Study in Prague!
al °* l>rague W
Economics,
Central and
Studies
European

a.k.

www.interuniversity.com
info@interuniversity.com

Sa ' C Re^na St
F
Ronnvitorl civ
hniNP
Renovated
s hpdrnnm
be
.
and
roof.
New heating, windows
Seven appliances. Three
parking. Zoning for triplex.
Asking $240,000. Call 416-515°'

Moscow! St. Petersburg!
Opportunity to live and study in
Russia. Beginner, intermediate and
advanced Russian Language, also
courses in English available,
Website: www.interuniversitv.com
Contact: info@interuniversitv.com

,

and Music

•Free

|
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Nine years experience,

Telemarketing

|

LET'S MAKE MUSIC
Amateur female singer wanting
j -^|*| pop/country cover band
(j ewel, Sheryl Crow, Dixie
Chicks etc.)
just need the
]j
band! Ca j enny (manager) for
interview 883-1385.

wkh Alzheimer Disease Two hour
'framing pro
vided. Call Alzheimer Society 7421422
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peihaps Canadas
Patrick
finest lync poet and recent nominee
for the Governor General's Award,
will be at University of Waterloo,
Conrad Grebel College on Friday
Friesen,

don't know what happened. I
we were working
through things together...Where
have you gone? I need to know...
'

:

IiMMPIWHWMiiiiSw
Poetry Workshop

MpmWl f*.B

'

5 Day/40 Hr (Jan 17-21 2000)
TESOL teacher certification course
(or by correspondence). I,ooo's of
jobs available NOW. FREE information package, toll free 1-888-2702941.
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